
For him who has finished his journey, 
who is detached in every way 

and is free from sorrow, 
there is no burning in him 

by the heat -The Dhammapada

Write it down
it can be the best lines 

in your life

“Write it down,
It can be the best lines in your life,”
His mate did pat on the back,
And the poet said.
When the waves rushed in 
And took over my neighbour’s home
No line comes to me. 
My neighbour’s tears 
Are not my lines. 

Listen my friend, 
I should not think about lines, 
They are but mines,
I throw the lines over my bookshelf
I go, mop the tatters for my neighbour 
And share his grief.

Listen my friend, 
This is my best poem
I will never ever write in lines.  

- Sachitra Mahendra

Twilight
is here

Twilight is here,
Dissipated is the scorching heat,
Stark realities of the day’s toil
Seems to have a temporary end.

Legs that carried you to endless destinations,
Hands that dealt with thousand tasks
Slow down.
Duties by all around you
Are fulfilled

Seated in an arm-chair
Finding solace in a book,
Watch birds find a night’s shelter
As the brightness of the sky gradually fades.

A balmy breeze caress the forehead,
Arouse memories of turbulent times,
“They are over, never to return,”
A voice murmurs.

A chilly wind heralds the night,
To engulf me in darkness.
Let it be here soon,
Rather than be late.
Calm and composed,
Released from bonds,
I await the night.

- Sunila Nanayakkara

The Waiting
When the rain drops splatter on my window pane,
I wait for the warm sunny days to come back soon.
When the scorching sun tires me up at noon,
I wait for the cosy, rainy days to return
When the treacherous guns and bombs shatter the peace,
I wait anxiously for the dawn of peace and serenity.
When failure and disappointment disturbs me,
I wait for hope and victory to come back to me.
When the days that pass burden me,
I wait for a tomorrow to dawn bringing me joy.
When the memories of the past haunt me,
I wait for dreams to come true.
And finally I have waited so long,
When realization reaches me
That life is a long waiting...... 

- Chanakya Liyanage

Wind which
came through the

Window!
I was in my little room,
Near the opened window
Something so far sounded boom,
And came to my room through the meadow.

It felt cool to my body,
It took away this paper which I was writing

It seemed like talking to somebody,
It whirled around like it was dancing

I felt it whistling a tune,
I thought so hard what it was,
It was the tune of freedom
Which sounded really like it

It messed my hair,
I think it’s full of mischief
It shaked the calendar with a picture of a bear
And suddenly went out dropping a leaf

Shaking trees and flowers,
Again it went through the meadow
Like some thing in novels,
Wind which came through the window

- D.W. Lilani Anuruddhika

The 

Moon
In different shapes, dim, soft and bright
Looks so bright, as the crescent
Goes on growing a few days
Goes down the growing a few days.

To Romans, the Goddess Diana
For Astronauts, it is the Lunar
Does not show its own light
By the sun, it is shown in bright

Several nations launched as modules
Null and void, all the attempts
Our old people, dead and gone
Kids were taught, a hare is drawn

She does not give her own light
Everybody loves to be in moonlight
Lits up only, if there’s sunlight
Hardly sees it day and night

- S. Hettige

Barack Obama
Battle with Republicans over,
Americans decisively defeated Mccain,
Rallied round young Obama,
Americans needed a real change,
Created a new era in history,
Killing the myth of white supremacy

Obstrucitons he did overcome,
Barricades he did pass with ease,
Ascending the steps to the White House.
Many a challenge he has to face,
As the new President of USA.

- S. G. Ratnayake

Remembrance
Sombre November
Rolls along
Bringing grim reminders
Of death and decay.
The festival of the dead
Cleaned up grave-yards
Aglow with candle-light
Masses of flowers atop mounds
Garlanded monuments.
A colourful festival
A festival of lights for the dead
Wisps of smoke
Whispered prayers
Stinging tears
Reminisces.
Red poppies for fallen heroes
Who braved the war that others might live
Dismembered bodies
On desolate modern Flanders
As imitation poppies do the rounds
Can this once a year reminder suffice
The great sacrifice.
Could scarlet poppies or crimson roses e’er repay
The sacrifice of those young lives that bled away.

- Jennette Cabraal

Reunion
Can anybody other
Than a mother
Express the immense
Happiness, relief and
Contentment enjoyed
And fell by a mother
When she meets
And welcomes her son
Who was away
In a foreign land
For fourteen long years?
Though countless miles
Separated them physically 
They were together mentally
As only a devoted
Mother and son could
With hugs and kisses
She welcomed him
Holding him to keep
Him always warm
And close to his
Devoted mother
Bus bounds of love
Will forever remain
Steadfirst and glowing
Stronger day by day

- Indranee Karandawala Wijesinghe

Sky
Clear light blue is dawn of day
Clouds pass by as white as snow
Rising sun is gold and bold
Birds sing flying in row

Signs of rain show rainbow in sky
Fades and turns to a dull dark grey
Lightening blink in zig zag tones
Sky drop rains to touch the floor

Cannot be felt, catch or reach
Sky is high and lengthy
Evening glow completes a day
So colourful in orange and red

Peeps and hide in shaded clouds
The round full moon is in the sky
Twinkle twinkle stars are bright
Dark blue sky you say Good Night

- Lakshmi Peiris

Fallen 
Flowers

Nobody loves a fallen flower,
except to tread on his way.
No fragrance will be felt,
No hues nor brightness
of the fallen flowers can be seen.
All eyes are blind to the hues and brightness,
All noses wrinkle to their smell.
No heart will ever feel sorry
for the fallen flowers
that are trampled on streets
day by day.

- Ivan Kiriella
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